SETUP

Each player selects a tile colour:
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Squendo® is a strategic tile placement game with easy-tolearn rules and highly interactive gameplay that plays in just
20 minutes.


OVERVIEW



In a game of Squendo®, you will be placing tiles in either an
attempt to ensure your tiles are in the best scoring positions or
to sabotage your opponent’s efforts to do the same. 


You can stack tiles to increase your points or to stop an

Shuffle all players’ tiles together face-down and form a draw
pile (12 of each selected colour). Leave space next to the draw
pile for a discard pile. Unused tiles are set aside.






2-Player Game: Select one of the two unselected player
colours and include those 12 tiles as a ‘neutral colour’
when shuffling the draw pile.

Each player draws 4 tiles from the draw pile into their hand.
Players may look at the tiles in their own hand, but keep them
hidden from other players.

GAMEPLAY

Set up the game and randomly select a player to go first.

Starting with the first player, and continuing in a clockwise

direction, players take alternating turns by performing the
following steps

opponent’s tile from scoring. If you create a stack of three you
can throw your opponent’s tiles away and/or collect a one of
your own tiles back to your hand. 


Triple Stacks

If a player makes a stack of three tiles, they select one of the
following two options:


Option A – Leave One and Discard Two

Choose one tile to leave on the board, and discard the two
remaining face-down into the discard pile.


Option B – Leave One, Discard One and Keep One

Choose one tile to leave on the board, one to discard facedown into the discard pile, and one to return to your hand.


Remember the tile that is left on the board must match all
joining edges.



GAME END

The game ends when there are no tiles in the draw pile and no
tiles are left in any player’s hand.

Each player calculates their score, and the player with the most
points is the winner. In the event of a tie, the tied players share
the victory.


Place a til

Resolve the Triple Stack rules (if applicable
Draw back to four tiles (if there are still tiles in the draw pile)


10 Points for each square or rectangle of at least 4 tiles of the
same colour. Tiles may be used in more than one overlapping
square or rectangle.



10


points

20 


points

2 Points for every double stack, even if it is in a square.


2


points

12 


points

1 Points for each single tile not in a square or a stack.


1


point

SCORING

At the end of the game, players score the tiles of their colour
visible in the play area.


tiles may contain splinters


Tiles Must Be Placed On Top or Next To Existing Tiles

On the first turn of the game, the first player should place their
tile in the centre of the playing area. After the first turn, players
must place a tile either on top of already placed tiles, forming a
stack, or next to an existing tile.


Tiles Edges Must Match

When placing a tile, either on an empty space or when making
a stack, its joining edges must match adjacent tiles.


I.e.: black edges touching only black edges and white edges
touching only white edges.







en Stacking Tiles, Symbols Must Match

If a tile is stacked on top of another tile, the centre shapes
must match (circle on a circle, cross on a cross). Once a tile is
placed, you may not check the tiles underneath.
Wh

